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Notes 
 Notes from the 5 webinars are included at the end of this document. They are handwritten 
and scanned. 
 
Reflection 
 
 Because I am the solo owner/operator of my boutique consulting firm, seeking feedback 
from a colleague presented a unique challenge. By professional definition and licensing, I am an 
independent educational consultant. As a person in solo practice, I acutely lack the conversations 
with colleagues, both informal and formal, that challenge my work methods, and this course, 
leadership, and strategic planning have made me realize what a challenge that presents. 
Essentially, as a small-time operator I was perpetually on the dance floor and need to get to the 
balcony but haven’t had the time or the inclination. Luckily, I was aware of the Wow Writing 
Workshop , but had never completed any of their webinars. 
 Wow Writing Workshop is a group of writing teachers and coaches who work with 
people remotely on all different writing projects ranging from bat mitzvah essays to blog posts. 
Admissions personal statements, however, have become their major focus. Susan Knoppow is 
the CEO of Wow Writing Workshop and produced a series of five one-hour webinars that when 
combined make her “Review Student Essays Like an Admissions Representative” program. I 
have been in admissions consulting for almost ten years, and I have been largely using the same 
essay coaching system that I created a decade ago with only some minor tweaks. Completing the 
webinar series helped me to rethink my processes and gave me a lot of good vocabulary for 
talking with students and their families about their personal statements.  
 Prior to completing this webinar, my students wrote their main Common Application 
personal statement over the course of three meetings with me. In the first, I would complete a 
thorough intake and ask the student to talk about their experiences, favorite things, ambitions, 
and points of pride. Then, we would go to that year’s application questions and try to match two 
stories to two different questions and the students would go home and free write on these topics. 
In our second meeting, I would review the answers and choose which essay the student was 
going to further develop. In this meeting, I would help the student develop the essay into a 
structure if they needed that guidance and prompt for more content or deeper reflection 
occasionally. In the final meeting, the student and I would edit the essay for grammar, diction, 
flow, and word count. I essentially became a heavy editor, not a reviewer. Knoppow’s main 
suggestion is that the consultant thinks of herself as a reviewer, someone who gives gentle 
suggestions and encourages greater depth of reflection. This allows the student to make the 
revisions and the voice and work of the student is preserved. One errant comma or a weird 
paragraph break is better than an essay that is so edited it feels clinical and loses the student 
voice. I believe that with my most accomplished students, I have already been in reviewer mode, 
but with struggling writers, I often sink into editor mode. As such, I want to amend my practice 
to the Wow essay practice of content, structure, and then polish.  
 The next suggestion that Knoppow makes that I want to implement in my practice is to 
place a heavy emphasis on personal statement content prior to focusing on structure. For many of 



my struggling writers, it is easy to fall into the five-paragraph essay format that they have been 
taught since junior high school. In reflection, I realize that with struggling writers, I fall back to 
having them think about a beginning, middle, and end prior to talking about what they want the 
essay to say. Knoppow suggest starting the conversation with asking students what they want 
their college essay to show about them personally and how they want it to demonstrate 
something about their experience and abilities that is otherwise absent in the application. That is, 
regardless of the topic, the subject is always the student. This frees students to go on tangents in 
the early drafting stage, to try experimental structures, and to stop worrying about tying 
everything up with a neat bow in a concluding paragraph that links the topic to the bigger 
picture. The story needs to speak first, and allowing students that breathing room to tell their 
story should lead to a more authentic essay.  
 A final topic that was addressed in the webinars were some of the difficult conversations 
with parents and English teachers that come up over the essay writing process. In my experience, 
which I learned from the webinars are not unique, parents and English teachers often want the 
essay to be “clean.” This means that they have perfect grammar and diction. While I do review 
grammar and structure with my students more than Knoppow suggests, and my students with 
whom I stay in touch report that our conversations about possessives before gerunds and 
homophones are helpful, I generally follow Knoppow’s belief that one run-on sentence can be a 
stylistic choice and appropriate to the voice of a 17-year-old college applicant. When parents 
disagree with this, Knoppow suggests showing them what you do like about the essay and asking 
them if it sounds like their student telling a story. Encouraging parents to see authenticity and 
growth in the essay will allow them to put down their New York Times Style Guide.  
 Ultimately, I realize that my former process had me doing a lot of water-carrying for my 
students and their families. The Wow Writing Workshop method puts more of the onus back on 
the students to engage with the process, think deeply, and do their best work. This will be a 
tough conversation for some of my sibling families, but I believe that by making some of these 
changes, the results will show essays that are true to the student and that serve them well in the 
admissions process.  












































